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Program Spotlight: Tyler Petroejle 

Tyler is a research scientist on the Upper Peninsula 

Deer Movement Study, where research is focused 

on understanding deer movements and estimates of 

population abundance that are critical for developing 

management recommendations. He is also a Ph.D. 

candidate studying patterns of carnivore resource 

selection and the landscape of fear for white-tailed 

deer as part of the Michigan Predator Prey Project. 

He assisted with capturing and collaring for the elk 

and brown bear projects on the Alaskan Kodiak 

Archipelago. Tyler received his M.S. degree in 2013 

from Mississippi State University in the Carnivore 

Ecology Laboratory where his thesis addressed 

aspects of coyote population ecology and their 

consumption of white-tailed deer.  

 

Prior to joining the lab, Tyler graduated from 

Northern Michigan University in 2010 with a B.S. 

degree in Ecology. He previously worked as a wildlife 

technician for the National Park Service at Pictured 

Rocks National Lakeshore in Michigan capturing and 

monitoring black bears. In his spare time, Tyler 

enjoys birding, fishing, hunting, and exploring public 

lands. 

 

 

 

 
 
Updates from the field and program! 

 

In South Carolina, Amanda Holland has been busy 

preparing for turkey and black vulture dietary analysis by 

collecting pellets! From pellet dissection we hope learn 

how food resources are partitioned between the two 

species and why vultures are locally abundant. Because 

carrion availability is often a major factor influencing 

vulture presence, this has management implications. 

 

In Michigan, Beth Orning has continued to monitor 

movements of GPS collared wolves and recently collared 

moose on Isle Royale National Park. We’re also 

continuing to prepare for the upcoming field season of 

cluster investigations. Researchers visit and systematically 

search areas were wolves have spent extended periods 

of time, which are identified from clusters of GPS 

locations, for prey remains and/or associated behavior.  

 

Back in Syracuse, we had two papers published! Our 

short article in Science details mass mortality event of 

migratory birds in Iran, where the cause of death has yet 

to be clearly identified. Our open access article in Ecology 

and Evolution focuses on estimating occupancy of 

Chinese pangolin. The Chinese pangolin is the wold’s 

most heavily trafficked small mammal for food/traditional 

medicine and has been historically difficult to monitor 

population size due to rarity and nocturnal behavior. You 

can read the articles with the links below. 

https://science.sciencemag.org/content/367/6483/1203.2 

https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1002/ece3.6198 
 

We hope you are all staying well! 

 

Yours in conservation,  

and 
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